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Sub-family of  















R. pendulinus R. pendulinus R. pendulinus Remiz pendulinus R. pendulinus R. pendulinus R. pendulinus R. pendulinus R. pendulinus R. pendulinus R. pendulinus 
in R. pendulinus in R. pendulinus R. macronyx in R. pendulinus R. macronyx in R. pendulinus R. macronyx R. macronyx  in R. pendulinus R. macronyx R. macronyx 
in R. pendulinus in R. pendulinus R. coronatus in R. pendulinus in R. pendulinus R. coronatus R. coronatus R. coronatus in R. consobrinus R. coronatus R. coronatus 
in R. pendulinus in R. pendulinus - in R. pendulinus R. consobrinus R. consobrinus R. consobrinus R. consobrinus  R. consobrinus R. consobrinus R. consobrinus 
- - - Anthoscopus punctifrons - A. punctifrons A. punctifrons A. punctifrons  - A. punctifrons A. punctifrons 
- - - Anthoscopus musculus - A. musculus A. musculus A. musculus  - A. musculus A. musculus 
- - - Anthoscopus caroli - A. caroli A. caroli A. caroli  - A. caroli A. caroli 
- - - Anthoscopus sylviella - A. sylviella in A. caroli in A. caroli - in A. caroli in A. caroli 
- - - Anthoscopus flavifrons - A. flavifrons A. flavifrons A. flavifrons - A. flavifrons A. flavifrons 
- - - Anthoscopus parvulus - A. parvulus A. parvulus A. parvulus  - A. parvulus A. parvulus 
- - - Anthoscopus minutus - A. minutus A. minutus A. minutus  - A. minutus A. minutus 
- - - Cephalopyrus flammiceps - C. flammiceps C. flammiceps excluded C. flammiceps C. flammiceps C. flammiceps 
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0.03
Anthoscopus caroli taruensis 01
Remiz coronatus coronatus 03
Remiz coronatus coronatus 04
Paridae
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 01
Anthoscopus punctifrons 04
Anthoscopus flavifrons flavifrons 02
Pholidornis rushiae 01
Remiz coronatus coronatus 01
Remiz macronyx ssaposhnikowi 01
Anthoscopus parvulus parvulus 01
Anthoscopus punctifrons 03
Remiz consobrinus 03
Remiz coronatus coronatus 02
Anthoscopus minutus damarensis 01




Anthoscopus minutus damarensis 02
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 01
Remiz macronyx ssaposhnikowi 02
Anthoscopus musculus 01
Remiz consobrinus 02
Remiz pendulinus caspius 03
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 06
Anthoscopus minutus gigi 02
Remiz macronyx macronyx 02
Anthoscopus caroli ansorgei 01
Anthoscopus caroli rhodesiae 03
Remiz coronatus coronatus 05
Anthoscopus caroli sylviella 02
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 05
Anthoscopus caroli robertsi 01
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 07
Auriparus flaviceps 01
Anthoscopus caroli rhodesiae 01
Remiz coronatus stoliczkae 02
Auriparus flaviceps 02
Remiz penulinus pendulinus 03
Anthoscopus minutus gigi 01
Remiz macronyx macronyx 01
Cephalopyrus flammiceps 01
Remiz coronatus stoliczkae 01
Remiz pendulinus menzbieri 01
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 04
Anthoscopus flavifrons flavifrons 01
Anthoscopus musculus 03
Anthoscopus parvulus senegalensis 01
Anthoscopus musculus 02
Anthoscopus caroli rhodesiae 02
Anthoscopus punctifrons 01
Anthoscopus flavifrons flavifrons 04
Corvidae
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Remiz coronatus stoliczkae 02
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 05
Anthoscopus flavifrons flavifrons 02
Anthoscopus caroli rhodesiae 01
Anthoscopus minutus gigi 02
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 01
Remiz coronatus coronatus 01
Anthoscopus parvulus parvulus 01
Anthoscopus caroli ansorgei 01
Auriparus flaviceps 01
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 02
Remiz consobrinus 03
Anthoscopus minutus damarensis 02
Anthoscopus punctifrons 04
Remiz macronyx ssaposhnikowi 01
Anthoscopus caroli sylviella 01
Anthoscopus caroli sylviella 02
Anthoscopus minutus gigi 01
Anthoscopus musculus 02
Remiz macronyx macronyx 02
Anthoscopus flavifrons flavifrons 04
Anthoscopus punctifrons 03
Tyrannidae
Remiz macronyx macronyx 01
Remiz coronatus coronatus 02
Anthoscopus musculus 03
Remiz macronyx ssaposhnikowi 02
Remiz pendulinus menzbieri 01
Remiz consobrinus 01
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 03
Anthoscopus flavifrons flavifrons 01
Anthoscopus caroli rhodesiae 02
Remiz coronatus coronatus 03
Anthoscopus minutus damarensis 01
Auriparus flaviceps 02
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 04
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 06
Paridae
Remiz pendulinus caspius 03
Anthoscopus punctifrons 01
Anthoscopus caroli rhodesiae 03
Corvidae
Anthoscopus caroli robertsi01
Remiz coronatus coronatus 04
Anthoscopus musculus 01
Remiz pendulinus pendulinus 07
Remiz consobrinus 02
Remiz coronatus stoliczkae 01
Anthoscopus caroli taruensis 01
Remiz coronatus coronatus 05
Anthoscopus parvulus senegalensis 01
Anthoscopus punctifrons 02
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Mating systems and parental care in the penduline tits 
(Remizidae): parentage analysis in the Eurasian (Remiz 
pendulinus) White-crowned (Remiz coronatus) and Cape 
penduline tit (Anthoscopus minutus) !"#$%&'($)!*+!,&##-!.$'/!0+!1&'!*234-!5$''!6#78(-!947:!57;<'8-!*$=7)&>!*&?:7'-!@A$1$!*7)B:-!.&B)2!,7?2$-!C$))8!,B)4$!D!C&E<:!@F/4$#8!!
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& C(&..."""!!.""."""!/.!"!"!"/.!& 0E2=E& & D!@.& A& '"FG& '"FG&
./=>B=E%& '(&)*+,-.../!!..""..!.."!!.!".../& 0E2E<& 456789:&!"#$%&;&<=$=?& !@.& A& <>>B<>A& <&
& C(&../!""!!.!././/""/!& 0E2E%& & D!@.& A& <<EB<>=& <&
./=AB==A& '(&)*+,-!.//"/!"/."..."."../".!..!!& 0E2%>& 456789:&!"#$%&;&<=$=?& !@.& >& $3%& $&
& C(&/""/"././...!"!"/!".""!./& 3=2$$& & D!@.& A& $1=& $&
./=AB=$<& '(&)*+,-./""..."/".!!.!./..!."/./.!& 0%200& 456789:&!"#$%&;&<=$=?& !@.& A& $>1B$A$& >&
& C(&.."!"./..."!//."...!.!.//& 0%23>& & D!@.& A& $>EB$A>& >&
./=AB=A$& '(&)*+,-!./""../../"!!.../!.."!& 0%& 456789:&!"#$%&;&<=$=?& !@.& A& $1=B$E=& A&
& C(&/.!!...."/"""/!"/!"!"/& 0%2>A& & D!@.& A& '"FG& '"FG&
./=AB=3$& '(&)*+,-/"!"".//!."./""".""".."//!& 3=2A<& 456789:&!"#$%&;&<=$=?& !@.& >& $E$B$E0& A&
& C(&"/""///!"../""/!"!"!& 3=2<3& & D!@.& A& $%EB$E>& <&
./=0H=A3& '(&)3B'"#-""""!".//!.."!"""!.//& 032%3& 456789:&!"#$%&;&<=$=?& !@.& A& ><3B>><& >&
& C(&/!.!"/".""///"/""""!"/& 012<3& & D!@.& A& ><E& $&
./=0B=0>& '(&)3B'"#-/!".!".!.//../""!.!.!& 012>& 456789:&!"#$%&;&<=$=?& !@.& A& <=AB<=1& A&
& C(&"!!!./..."!"/./"//./..& 0123>& & D!@.& A& <>$B<>E& A&
  
! "#! $%&'()*+,--%+,!.,+*%-)!! /,0(+12%03!4,)5-+)!6(&5)!! 7'%8,'!),95,0&,):! ;8!<(=>:! 4,?,',0&,! @2,&%,)! A!%0.%B%.5*-)! C--,-,!)%D,!'*03,! A!*--,-,)!
!"#$%##&' ()'*$%(+,-++"..!!".!!+.+!!!!+!""!"' $#/01' 2345678'!"#$%&9'1#:#;' .<!' =' ::&' :'
' >)'""""!""!++.!"+++!+++"!+!+""' $#/?$' ' @.<!' =' ::&' :'
!"#0%#11' ()'*ABC-.+"++"+.!"!"!!..!!!!"!!.' ?&/D$' 2345678'!"#$%&9'1#:#;' .<!' =' =:$' :'
' >)'!!.!++!"!+"!.+".!!!""+.+.' ?E/&=' ' @.<!' =' =:?' :'
!"::%#::' ()'*$%(+,-+.+++.!++"!+.+!.!+!+!.!"++"' ?1/#1' 2345678'!"#$%&9'1#:#;' .<!' =' 1:?' :'
' >)'!+++!+.+"".++.+!!""' ?1/#0' ' @.<!' D' 1:1%1:=' 1'
!":1F#:?' ()'*ABC-+.++.+"!"".!!!+.!"!"!"+' ?&/0$' 2345678'!"#$%&9'1#:#;' .<!' =' 10&%1E:' 1'
' >)'!+.+".+".!".+".+++"!' ?&/&$' ' @.<!' =' 100' :'
!":D%##&' ()'*ABC-!"!""!"""+!+"!""+.!"' ?&/D&' 2345678'!"#$%&9'1#:#;' .<!' =' :&$' :'
' >)'.!"!++++!"!".++"!++.+"+".' ?&/=$' ' @.<!' =' :&$' :'
!":D%#:0' ()'*$%(+,-".!!!".+!.!!"..!!+++' ?E/:&' 2345678'!"#$%&9'1#:#;' .<!' =' 1E:' :'
' >)'""!++.!+.++.+!!..++.!..!' ?0/0=' ' @.<!' D' D:#%D:1' 1':!E,3,0,'*+,!F*),2*%')!%0!2'%8,'!),95,0&,)!*',!50.,'-%0,.!*0.!G%3G-%3G+,.!%0!F(-.!?(0+H!+G,!2'%8,'!8,-+%03!+,82,'*+5',)!<;8>!(?!+G,),!2'%8,')!*',!&*-&5-*+,.!F*),.!(0!(0,!(?!+G,!.,3,0,'*+,!F*),!2*%'!&(8F%0*+%(0)H!)%30%?%,.!%0!F'*&I,+)J!
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Table 2.2. Results of the genotyping in all individuals of the White-crowned penduline tit (WCPT) and Cape penduline tit (CPT) populations. 
Locus Species # individuals genotyped Allele size range # alleles Ho He Null allele frequency 
!"#$%&'() *+,) (-.) ('/&012) 0') '302() '3/4-) '3--0()
) 5*+,) 1/) (12&(2') 1) '310/) '3/04) '3'162)
!"#$%&'/) *+,) (1.) 0'1&0(-) 6) '3060) '300/) &'3'(.1)
) 5*+,) 1/) (42&(/2) 1) '3.'1) '3/./) &'3'(1-)
!"#$%&'2) *+,) (11) ((6&(1.) (() '36/6) '3/-) '3666.)
) 5*+,) 1/) ('.&(6/) 2) '3--.) '3/./) '301..)
!"#$%&(') *+,) (1.) (//&0'1) 4) '3-4.) '3-.0) '3'6'6)
) 5*+,) 1/) (./&0(() /) '3//1) '3//-) &'3''4-)
!"#$%&(-) *+,) &) &) &) &) &) &)
) 5*+,) 1/) 0'1&006) 2) '3/1() '3.) '3'04/)
!"#$%&(/) *+,) &) &) &) &) &) &)
) 5*+,) 1/) (-0&(1-) 1) '3//1) '3/(-) &'3'-06)
!"#$%&(.) *+,) (1/) (''&62-) 0-) '3.20) '3.2) &'3''-/)
) 5*+,) 1/) .6&((-) 2) '3.4() '3/2.) &'3'6--)
*78(') *+,) (/0) (.6&(2-) /) '31.) '3/00) '3'642)
) 5*+,) 1/) (/2&(./) -) '3-66) '3-0() &'3'-()
*78(6) *+,) (/0) 0(6&0(.) 4) '34'1) '34'0) &'3''-1)
) 5*+,) 1/) 0(4&00() /) '3/1() '3//0) &'3'''/)
*78(4) *+,) (1.) 0.6&6.4) (() '3.-4) '3.46) '3''-)
) 5*+,) &) &) &) &) &) &)
*78(/) *+,) (/6) 0'6&0(() 4) '36/) '36.1) '3'-4-)
) 5*+,) 1/) 0'6&0'-) 0) '3-16) '3-26) '3'0/4)
*78(.) *+,) (1/) 66-&6-') -) '3-2/) '346.) '3'-'4)
) 5*+,) &) &) &) &) &) &)
*780') *+,) &) &) &) &) &) &)
) 5*+,) 11) (2.&0(() (() '3.1-) '3.6-) &'3'016)
*780-) *+,) &) &) &) &) &) &)
) 5*+,) 1/) 2/&('0) 6) '300-) '36-.) '30'.)
,9'(&'-') *+,) (/() 02(&026) 0) '364() '360/) &'3'6/-)
) 5*+,) &) &) &) &) &) &)
  
! "#!
Locus Species # individuals genotyped Allele size range # alleles Ho He Null allele frequency 
!"#$%$&'( )*!( $'+( '#'%'#,( &( #-$,$( #-$.&( #-#/./(
( 0)*!( ,'( 1+,%'##( &( #-&.$( #-1#2( #-#'(
!"#1%#+.( )*!( $,+( &11%&1'( &( #-'1&( #-'+1( #-#,'/(
( 0)*!( ,2( &&+%&1#( &( #-/.&( #-/#1( %#-#2,1(
!"#'%#$&( )*!( $2$( $1,%$'$( 1( #-1+.( #-'$2( #-#$&/(
( 0)*!( ,2( $12%$'/( /( #-,'&( #-,,2( #-#$#'(
!"#'%#'$( )*!( $21( $2#%$+#( $#( #-2#/( #-2#/( #-##+&(
( 0)*!( %( %( %( %( %( %(
!"#'%#,$( )*!( $21( $.'%$+/( 2( #-,2$( #-2,/( #-#,/2(
( 0)*!( ,2( $..%$+,( '( #-&,+( #-&'/( %#-#,'/(
!"#/%#',( )*!( $2$( 1&,%11&( 1( #-/2+( #-/&+( %#-#',.(
( 0)*!( %( %( %( %( %( %(
!"#/%#/1( )*!( $21( &#$%&+/( +( #-2+&( #-22/( %#-#$1(
( 0)*!( ,2( &1$%&'#( +( #-..$( #-.&+( %#-#1'.(
!"$$%#$$( )*!( %( %( %( %( %( %(
( 0)*!( ,2( &$#%&$,( '( #-,'&( #-,1&( %#-#$&.(
!"$&%#$/( )*!( $2#( &2+%&.$( &( #-#+'( #-$#$( #-#1$2(
( 0)*!( %( %( %( %( %( %(
!"$1%#$2( )*!( %( %( %( %( %( %(
( 0)*!( ,,( 1#.%1&#( '( #-'&'( #-'1$( #-##'&(
Ho & He represent observed and expected heterozygosity respectively, calculated in CERVUS v 3.0.
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Parental care type 
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Parental care and latitude predict sexually dimorphic 
plumage evolution in the penduline tits (Remizidae) !"#$%&'($)!*+!,&##-!.$'/!0+!1&'!*234-!5&12'!6789&:-!;48:!<8=>'?-!@&'($)!,8A-!*BC&'!,)2'47B2D$'-!E&'!F89($B)-!@A$1$!*8)B:!G!6&9>:!@DH4$#?!!
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!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& #"(%-$".$& DEFGHHGIJKL& FEMIGJHHFJL& JM& JKM& >4#C/*)9& N& N& N&
!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& '"()*+$(*,& FEIDOIGFKOI& NFELIOOFFKLG& HK& LMO& >4#C/*)9& DG& HFH& .421#6&"9&1/E&IFFO&
!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& /0,'$*,& FEDLFHIHDOO& NFEHDDOIHHDJ& HK& LHK& >4#C/*)9& N& N& N&
!"#$%&& #0/.1(23& #0/.1(23& NFEOFOKIJFIK& NFEDHOIMLDKI& HI& DIL& >4#C/*)9& N& N& N&
!"#$%&& #0/.1(23& ,,0'1,4($516$& DEOHDMMMGJG& IEFDFJDGILK& HL& JKD& >4#C/*)9& N& N& N&
!"#$%& /1.1(07*,& /1.1(07*,& FEMLDDJHGJJ& NDEFLHJHDHIL& JO& JDL& >44(";19*P"& OH& DO& QA*%&%9$56&
!"#$%& /1.1(07*,& ,71+$/5%50"& DEFJGGMHODI& FEILFDGLFID& HG& IOJ& >4#C/*)9& IG& DH& QA*%&%9$56&
!"#$%& /1(,1-.$(*,& /1(,1-.$(*,& FEMHMJGJOOL& FEFJKGFFLM& HK& HHL& >4#C/*)9& F& DK& QA*%&%9$56&
8(741,/1'*,&& '0.9*+*,& '0.9*+*,& B:& B:& DI& LJO& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& '0.9*+*,& ,"(":0+"(,$,& FEDODMKDKIL& DEGKIDMJJG& DI& OMO& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& #$(*7*,& :$:$& NFEKDJLGIHLG& NFEIDHFJFJLD& JI& JML& >44(";19*P"& DFF& ID& QA*%&%9$56&
8(741,/1'*,&& #$(*7*,& )0#0."(,$,& NFEOMMFMGHK& NFEFKFHOMKGG& IJ& LDK& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& ;+09$;.1(,& ;+09$;.1(,& NFEJGHFDIIKK& NFEDMJFIKKLD& J& DHKO& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& '*(/7$;.1(,& '*(/7$;.1(,& NFEHKMLKIJII& NFEIMIGOKHDM& DH& HDL& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& #*,/*+*,& #*,/*+*,& NFEMOJLKJHJM& NFEDMLJDDIIK& H& MDG& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,& /0.1+$& 70.*"(,$,& NFEHOFFHKJIL& FEFKJKKMHGL& L& DFFL& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& ,2+9$"++0& NFEJGHDIJJIM& FELFHGMFILD& M& GHK& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& 0(,1.:"$& FEFLMKHMOHG& NFEFHOFFHHML& DF& DIHF& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& .1-".7,$& NFEFLLMMLFKM& NFELDHIIIOHO& DL& GKK& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& .41)",$0"& NFEIDMOOGJDJ& FEFFOLDFLIL& G& DDJD& >44(";19*P"& N& N& N&
























































































































































































!"#$%& '()*+&,-'./& %01#(2+& 3& 45& "6&
78&9):;&<$=+&'>& & & & & &
?#(+&@#"+& 0ABAA6C6DE&,ABAAFGA6/& 0ABGCHC& ABIEEF& A&,HJABAAAGK6I6/& 0ABHDGF&
L#%$%2:+& ABAAKAFKC&,ABACA6I/& AB6CC6& ABE6K& A&,HJ&ABHHKK6/& 0AB6CC6&
7MM2#(&N#$MO#((& 0ABAAHHGFF&,ABAAHDDFH/& 0ABFKG6& ABFDII& A&,HJ&ABAAAAAAF6EFE/& 0ABHFGE&
98&3(2P#Q+&'>& & & & & &
?#(+&@#"+& 0ABAH6HAH&,ABAAIHAIK/& 0HBDEHI& ABHHEI& A&,HJ&ABAGDKI6/& ABCID6&
L#%$%2:+& ABAEAII6&,ABA6GEEI/& CB6GH6& ABACHI& A&,HJ&ABAHK6FG/& ABIFFC&
























































































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
!"#$%&'#()*+#,-# ./012034# 5/2151.04# 5/6.42232# 5#
$"#789+#$%&'#()*+# 4/00616# 5/.63406.# 5/0.13:62# 5#
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"#$%##&!'()#! *(+,($,-&! ./0"'1! ,&! $-$()! 23#+'! )#&4$5!%(2! ()2-! 6()67)($#8! 9-+!#(65! 23#6,#2:! $5,2! %(2! 6()67)($#8! 72,&4! $5#! 2$(&8(+8! 8#*,($,-&! (&8! '#(&! (2!("-*#! "7$! (! 6-++#6$,-&! 9-+! 2('3)#! 2,;#! %(2! ,&$+-876#8! 87#! $-! $5#! 8,99#+,&4!&7'"#+2!-9!'()#2!'#(27+#8!3#+!23#6,#2<!=5#!6()67)($,-&!6-++#6$#8! 9-+! 2('3)#!2,;#!%(2>!! !" !" ! !!! !!!!"" !! ! !! ! !!! !!?5#+#!@!(&8!!" !(+#!$5#!2$(&8(+8!8#*,($,-&!(&8!'#(&!+#23#6$,*#)A!-9!$5#!(*#+(4#!23#+'! 2,;#! ,&! '()#2! -9! $5#! +#)#*(&$! 23#6,#2! (&8! &! ,2! $5#! &7'"#+! -9! '()#2!'#(27+#8<!
!
!"#$%&'()*)!BC('3)#2!-9!$5#!8,*#+2,$A!,&!$5#!23#+'!'-+35-)-4A!-9!$5#!2,C!23#6,#2!'#(27+#8!,&!$5,2!2$78A:!())!26()#8!$-!$5#!DEF'!26()#!"(+!($!$5#!"-$$-'<!!
a) Poecile montanus 
b) Prunella modularis 
c) Remiz pendulinus 
d) Anthoscopus minutus 
e) Sturnus unicolor 
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"#$%&'!'()#*+,$$-! 4! 5678!&9786,! :76! :7;6! 47:6! 4<7=!&<788,! <75>! :76;! 97=9! 4784!&<79>,! <7:;! >7;4! =7:! ?@AB!B-C.D!
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3*(%*(%-#,'!01)'$-$&'! 6! 6>!&<7=6,! :7:! :74=! :758! E! E! E! E! E! E! E! E! FAGH#I.!#-!$I7!&:<9<,!
4-1&'!5-6*1! 9<! ;67;!&<7;>,! 8! :784! 87<5! E! E! E! E! E! E! E! E! FAGH#I.!#-!$I7!&:<9<,!
4,1)(-1&'!-$,1! 9<! ;97=!&<7=5! :74! :7<8! 9769! E! E! E! E! E! E! E! E! FAGH#I.!#-!$I7!&:<9<,!
4*,0)+,!-$1)0-()++&'! 9<! 6>7=!&<75,! 97;! :7=:! :789! E! E! E! E! E! E! E! E! FAGH#I.!#-!$I7!&:<9<,!
4*,0)+,!5*#$-#&'! :! ;:7:!&8798,! 474! 87>6! >78;! >876!&9746,! :7<;! 578:! 4785! >7;8!&<7:5,! <78=! 674! =! ?@AB!B-C.D!
41&#,++-!5*7&+-1)'! >! ;575!&97:>,! :76! :756! 87<4! 587:!&97>4,! 8744! 47>! >7=:! >75;!&<795,! <785! =7::! 57=! ?@AB!B-C.D!
"#$%*'0*(&'!5)#&$&'! :! 6875!&<7>=,! <76! 4769! 97<;! 45!&97=,! :74! 67>:! >765! >78;!&<798,! <796! 6759! 87==! ?@AB!B-C.D!
8,5)9!(,#7&+)#&'! 4! 65!&976;,! 876! :748! 475;! 487;!&97>4,! 87<6! 57>4! =744! >789!&<79;,! <78=! =749! =74;! ?@AB!B-C.D!
:$&1#&'!&#)0*+*1! 8! =;79!&<75>,! 979! :7=>! 97>4! 4578!&97>4,! :75=! 47=5! 57:>! >788!&<7<4,! <7<=! 578! 97>! ?@AB!B-C.D!!!
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!"#$%&'()(!
Sexually selected plumage trait predicts sperm 
morphology in the European penduline tit (Remiz 
pendulinus) !"#$%&'($)!*+!,&##-!.&)#/0!1/'2$-!34/0!1/56'7-!8&960!:;<4$#7!=!:>$?$!*/)@0!
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Mating systems do not predict genetic diversity in the 
penduline tits and allies (Super family: Sylvioidea) !"#$%&'($)!*+!,&##-!*$./)&0!"+!*&12/'-!3$'4!5&'!*678-!9&)#/2!:/';$-!<6'=>/'!?$$-!,$'!@&A;01$##-!BA$5$!*/)C2-!D&EF2!BG48$#H!I!D$))H!,C)8$!!
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Table 6.2. Results of the Phylogenetic Generalized Least Square (PGLS) analyses, assessing the explanatory power of breeding range and promiscuity (EPP) 
on two measures of genetic diversity in 11 species of the Sylvioidea super-family. Neither breeding range or promiscuity sufficiently explain the variation in 
genetic diversity, which possesses a high phylogenetic signal as shown by the lambda values. 
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F&##,0! C! G! G! H! D! GC!
I+(#$53+,! J! G! D! H! D! GC!









F&##,0! K! L! D! D! JM! KG!
I+(#$53+,! J! H! D! D! JL! NH!









F&##,0! G! G! K! D! GD! GL!
I+(#$53+,! N! J! D! D! GD! GL!









F&##,0! J! J! C! N! NK! KL!
I+(#$53+,! J! J! D! N! NG! KG!
-%*+($%4+!! GH! GH! D! D! NG! LL!
!
CDDO!
GC! K! O! F&##,0! G! N! D! D! CG! CO!
I+(#$53+,! G! J! D! D! CG! CK!
-%*+($%4+!! CG! GH! D! D! CG! OD!
!
CDDL!
GG! J! J! F&##,0! G! G! D! G! CH! JG!
I+(#$53+,! C! D! D! G! GG! GN!
-%*+($%4+! CC! CD! D! D! GG! KJ!
7&&! NM! CG! JK! F&##,0! GJ! GL! H! GJ! GNJ! GMN!






























































GM! GJ! D! D! JG! OJ!
















































!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& #"(%-$".$& ,-.////0! -! ,1.////0! -! 2.234425--3! 6.3,! -! 6.12///0! -! 2.23-,/1-3-! 0.55///0! -! 4./4! 1! 2.24355//55!
!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& '"()*+$(*,& ,/.331,0! -41! ,,.-/13/! 34,! 2.23-6/-,16! 6.1060-0! 35! 6.-2-! 32! 2.22/,45406! 4.34,00! 1/! 4.-631,! 4! 2.23443,426!
!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& /0,'$*,& ,/.-31,! 3/! ,6.514,0! 0! 2.216441513! 6.-1036-! 36! 6.1,///0! /! 2.23/613265! 4.33/3,6! 3-! 4.3214,0! 0! 2.223/-5/43!
!"#$%&& #0/.1(23& #0/.1(23& ,,! /! ,,! 3! 2! 6./,///0! /! 6.5-! 3! 2.2,02-52-1! 4.,-1,! 6! 78! 2! 78!
!"#$%&& #0/.1(23& ,,0'1,4($516$& /3! 3! ,4! 3! 2.2,26-24,6! 78! 2! 78! 2! 78! 78! 2! 78! 2! 78!
!"#$%& /1.1(07*,& /1.1(07*,& ,1.1,036! -,! ,1.13615! 13! 2.222412-1! -.0-! 31! -.0-,036! 0! 2.223,-20-3! 0.324---! /! 0.2/! -! 2.22/41102/!
!"#$%& /1.1(07*,& ,71+$/5%50"& ,3.53//0! 11! ,1.-3333! 3,! 2.220,/4466! -.44,! 1! -.,4! -! 2.2430/234-! /.5-,! 1! 0.2/! 3! 2.2304/-554!
!"#$%& /1(,1-.$(*,& /1(,1-.$(*,& ,6.614,0! 36! ,-.4! 32! 2.233/3,0--! 6.-01! ,! 6./0,! 6! 2.2/0224,51! 4.300,! 6! 4.250,! 6! 2.2254-3324!
8(741,/1'*,&& '0.9*+*,& '0.9*+*,& ,2! -! 78! 2! 78! -.,0----! -! 78! 2! 78! 0.35,! 1! 78! 2! 78!
8(741,/1'*,&& '0.9*+*,& ,"(":0+"(,$,& 78! 2! 64.-0,! 6! 78! -.6! 3! -./5! -! 2.2434,321/! /./6! 3! 0.33///0! -! 2.2/5-10,-6!
8(741,/1'*,&& #$(*7*,& :$:$& 60.40,! 4! 6/.56666! 5! 2.235/14/0-! 78! 2! 78! 2! 78! 0.20,! 6! /.5,! 1! 2.23041,046!
8(741,/1'*,&& #$(*7*,& )0#0."(,$,& ,2.1,! 32! 64./1,! 31! 2.2-140106,! 6.2/4445! 5! 6.2,010-! 33! 2.2214,453/! 0.16! 5! 0.203434! 33! 2.21-,2-/30!
8(741,/1'*,&& ;+09$;.1(,& ;+09$;.1(,& ,/.31,! 6! ,6.0,! 1! 2.21642-500! 6.-,,! 6! 6.6/! 1! 2.21-4163,/! 4.,3----! -! 4.63! 3! 2.231131265!
8(741,/1'*,&& '*(/7$;.1(,& '*(/7$;.1(,& ,3.21,! 12! ,2! 3/! 2.21215102-! 6.2,1-,-! 30! 6.206-0,! 3/! 2.22,635//3! 0.-14! 3,! 0.,-2//0! 3,! 2.21014255!
8(741,/1'*,&& #*,/*+*,& #*,/*+*,& 64.00004! 5! 60.,! 33! 2.21/,6,30! -.0440,! 4! -.03010-! 33! 2.23526,436! /.,/1111! 5! /.60,! 32! 2.23--42/,4!
8(741,/1'*,& /0.1+$& 70.*"(,$,& 65.-----! -! 65.1,! 1! 2.223/52,,! -.44----! -! -.01! 1! 2.2615023-0! /.01! -! 0.26! 1! 2.26/,1223/!
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& ,2+9$"++0& ,-! /! 78! 2! 78! -.444---! /! -.05! 3! 2.21,/36,31! 0.3-3//0! /! 0.,! 3! 2.2,2-,423-!
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& 0(,1.:"$& ,1! 3! ,-.,! 1! 2.2146-05-,! 6.2,! 3! 6.20,! 1! 2.22/3,-4//! 0.0-! 3! 0.,3! 1! 2.21440--50!
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& .1-".7,$& ,3.0/603! 30! ,3.,63/0! 31! 2.226-342-/! -.04/! 3,! -.516,6,! 33! 2.2-,562-/4! 0.2,-,-! 30! 0.31! 33! 2.225-05,1,!
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& .41)",$0"& ,3.40,! 6! ,-.0,! 6! 2.2-,,2//44! -.4,1,! 6! -.4-1,! 6! 2.22,1265,/! 0.111,! 6! 0.-5! 1! 2.21151/,41!
















































!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& #"(%-$".$& ,-./01/10! 1! ,-/234,,3! 1! ,-4,5/14,64! 3,-,/! 1! 23-3! 2! ,-3.//3//35! 43-103.4! 1! //-1264.! 1! ,-5/53112!
!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& '"()*+$(*,& 5-206.,.! 501! ,-./032.4! 16! ,-26./5,3/4! /1-.5,66! 16! 31-43/61! 54! ,-255223/46! 00-,/.55! /.! 44-..13.! 56! ,-51..001!
!"#$%&& '"()*+$(*,& /0,'$*,& 5-,4/,/! 55! ,-6562506! 0! ,-24143634/! 56-5/1! /! 14-26! /! ,-4.231,06.! 45-/334/! 52! /.-3.425! 0! ,-,116/,1!
!"#$%&& #0/.1(23& #0/.1(23& 5-055051! 4! 5-00/5/0! 5! ,-,141.3234! 51-51611! 4! 54-0! 5! ,-21.6036,0! 42-24/.2! 4! 45-.254/! 5! ,-,,//333!
!"#$%&& #0/.1(23& ,,0'1,4($516$& 2-/561.2! 5! 5-31,3/.! 5! ,-/4/42/215! .-441111! 5! 33-04440! 5! 5-/1152/20! 04-0/65! 5! 46-362/! 5! ,-553,6!
!"#$%& /1.1(07*,& /1.1(07*,& 5-5.,23! 13! ,-.44,.,4! 25! ,-2,64/2426! 4,-66.2! 20! 34-,,/0.! 5.! ,-26,266/45! 40-24153! 12! /2-541.0! 25! ,-2/322,1!
!"#$%& /1.1(07*,& ,71+$/5%50"& 5-,/3016! 22! ,-4/3.5,6! 5/! ,-304/36415! /3-412/6! 22! 32-,4064! 53! ,-24513410.! 44-,2//5! 2,! /2-,23.4! 53! ,-2161504!
!"#$%& /1(,1-.$(*,& /1(,1-.$(*,& ,-422.203! 51! ,-4/4.5.5! 5,! ,-,/151,6.4! 31-/33,1! 52! 2,-260/! 5,! ,-041040400! 44-..//4! 52! /3-52/34! 6! ,-2511250!
8(741,/1'*,&& '0.9*+*,& '0.9*+*,& ,-552,24/! 1! 78! ,! 78! 21-61111! 1! 78! ,! 78! /0-614,6! 1! 78! ,! 78!
8(741,/1'*,&& '0.9*+*,& ,"(":0+"(,$,& ,-5252001! 5! ,-5,2336! 1! ,-5460231,4! 20-1/! 5! 23-54440! 1! ,-521032556! /5-/4662! 5! 42-60.4.! 3! ,-5.61,4!
8(741,/1'*,&& #$(*7*,& :$:$& ,-51.3521! 0! ,-5111.,5! .! ,-,335/0652! 2,-..253! 0! 5.-,2333! .! ,-,.6321453! 1.-/30,5! 0! 35-05632! .! ,-,/13/20!
8(741,/1'*,&& #$(*7*,& )0#0."(,$,& ,-5522,10! 6! ,-552/.3! 5,! ,-,,13023/.! 53-2./! /! 51-4/411! /! ,-,3/0,440/! 1,-/6/0/! 4! 2.-56.42! 4! ,-,34025!
8(741,/1'*,&& ;+09$;.1(,& ;+09$;.1(,& ,-523.014! 3! ,-51024.3! 2! ,-,.1632.,1! 53-0052/! 3! 55-43/! 2! ,-2106,/625! /3-,13.4! 3! /,-,.6,3! 2! ,-,0/43.3!
8(741,/1'*,&& '*(/7$;.1(,& '*(/7$;.1(,& ,-5515/00! 52! ,-5531062! 55! ,-,5,026,6! 5.-/4! /! 51-/4/61! 4! ,-14/.12/11! 32-446/0! 55! 3/-3/.,4! .! ,-,4113.4!
8(741,/1'*,&& #*,/*+*,& #*,/*+*,& ,-555/2.0! .! ,-52163.1! .! ,-5,3003/65! 0-1.0! /! 0-1010/! 3! ,-,,1536554! 2/-1.//3! .! 24-64,50! 5,! ,-,/4,05!
8(741,/1'*,& /0.1+$& 70.*"(,$,& ,-,05,33! 2! ,-,0133,4! 2! ,-,11504243! 4-1.2/! 2! 55-532/! 2! ,-///4355.6! 21-/1,11! 1! 21-2,../! 2! ,-,510,.2!
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& ,2+9$"++0& ,-55/4/32! 3! ,-5,142.2! 5! ,-5,.06//45! 51-6142/! 3! 52-30/! 5! ,-5,1/4/156! 50-.44/! 4! 54-2.4./! 5! ,-,.0/15!
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& 0(,1.:"$& ,-,.64/,.! 5! ,-51313.0! 2! ,-1,66/6034! 13-5/! 5! 2/-5! 2! ,-1,06.303! /4-630,/! 5! 45-126/! 2! ,-,0/66,1!
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& .1-".7,$& ,-,.,226! 0! ,-,065320! 4! ,-5316,15/6! .-6,42/! 3! 5,-4,/! 3! ,-,061,/4/5! 5.-03241! 51! 21-26,14! 5,! ,-54361!
8(741,/1'*,&& /0.1+$& .41)",$0"& ,-,045346! 3! ,-,0303/6! 0! ,-,56/05,.4! 50-/.42/! 3! 51-/142/! 3! ,-242153/1.! 14-20,0.! 3! 35-02,42! 3! ,-51..626!
8*.$'0.*,& ;+09$/"',& 9! ,-53,.0/3! 52! ,-53,2/61! /! ,-,,/,..463! 22-0/6! /! 21-41! /! ,-,104,,1/.! 2/-,1542! 5,! 24-4.05! /! ,-,4335/!!!!
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Appendix 6.1. Summary of genotyping results of the 20 conserved microsatellites tested in 11 species of the Sylvioidea super-family. The CAM primers 
were sourced from (Dawson et al. 2010) and the TG primers from (Dawson et al. 2007). All markers were genotyped in 27 individuals for each species. 
 
Microsatellite information European penduline tit (Remiz pendulinus) 
!"#$%&'()**"()+








$';>) ?% ?) 
@6**+'**)*)+
A$)B6);#C 
D:!EF GH?IJKLML:MLLMDD:LLMDMMLD D::L:LL::D:L:ML:LLLMD N N: N OPO E E Q 
D:!NR GH?IJKMD:::M:D:LD:LD:LLD:L MMD:MM:DD:::D:LD:MDD:L O F S ONFQONT E-HHF E-HFP E-EET 
D:!NU GFQ/:!KDLLLMMLM::MD::L::L:MLD DMLDLL:LD::MM::DLD N R S OENQOES E-SPN E-HUF E-EUNP 
D:!NP GH?IJKMM::L::LMMM:D:DDD:LDL LDM:::M::D:L:LDD:LL::L R R N ROH E E Q 
D:!OE GH?IJKM::D:LLD:LL::MLD:LL MD:LDD:LMLMMLL:LLMD S OS U OERQONE E-FR E-PES E-NNTN 
D:!OS GH?IJKDDD:DMMD:LMDMMD:L:LD MLL:LM:MMMLLL:MMLL:L H N: O TUQNEN E-OHT E-OR QE-EFST 
MLENVEEE GFQ/:!KMMLDM:DD:4::MLL::MLM MMLDM:DD:4::MLL::MLM O N: H ONEQONS E-SEU E-HRR E-NSPS 
MLENVNSP GH?IJKMMLD::D:D:MMDM::M:MMLD MMM:::LM:D:MD:::D::D::::MD F N O NPHQNPU E-NNN E-NEU QE-ENTS 
MLEOVEUP GH?IJKMLMM:::LDDMLMMDD:M:LL MMDDDD:M:::LM:MLM:DLD U O O OTNQOTO E-SEU E-HET E-NEO 
MLERVETP GH?IJKMMMLDDMM::MMDMM:DDMD:MMML MMLD::DDMDMLMLL::LD P R O OOTQORE E-ERU E-ERU QE-EEOT 
MLESVEES GFQ/:!KDMLL:LD:LM:MMM:M:MML:MDMMDD L::L:MLMLMMMD:D:LD:M::DML P S: N NUE E E Q 
MLESVEFN GFQ/:!KL:D::MLLDM:ML:::M:::MM:LLD :L::LLLD:MML::LD:D:D T S S NPPQNTR E-OHT E-OS QE-EFNH 
MLEHVESF GFQ/:!K::::D:MLLDMM:D:::DMLL LDMD:L:M::LLL:L::::D:L S H N ROT E E Q 
MLEFVEET GFQ/:!K::LDDMMLDMM:D:MMMM:MLLML LLLLMLLM::DML:::M:::LM:M:LL R F N NNT E E Q 
MLEUVEOO GFQ/:!KD:L::L:DMLMLMMDDMMMMLMMD MMDM::MLM:LMD:LDMMMLL:D:D U U N SNH E E Q 
MLEPVEOS GH?IJKDDD:D:::MDDML::MMMD:M:MD :DMLLDMM:M:::LMDD:MLLMML NE P O NOOQNOR E-FR E-SPS QE-NRTU 
MLNNVENN GFQ/:!K:D:::DM::LM:D:MDM:M:M:MDML::L M:::M:D:LLD::D:MMLL H NN R OETQONR E-OHT E-OTR E-ESNN 
MLNOVENH GFQ/:!K:D::D:LMLLDMMM:DMLMLML: M:D:LD:LDMLD:LD:::LM NE NO O OUUQOUT E-NPH E-OR E-ETPH 
MLNRVENU GFQ/:!KLDMMMLD:MDMMLDDMM::: LLM::DM:D::D:MMDD::DMDDM F NR S REPQRNP E-NPH E-OEP E-NEHR 













Appendix 6.1. continued 
 
 !"#$%&'()*+%,-.%+,/0#+%-$#$-1!"#$%&'()(*+,-.2- 34.%-.%+,/0#+%-$#$-1/*,0(.'(1-.&#$*-,-.2-
5#'()64$%00#$%-7898 :00%0%-+/;<%( :00%0%-6#=%-(4+>% ?) ?% 
@/00-400%0%-
A(%B/%+'C :00%0%-+/;<%( :00%0%-6#=%-(4+>% ?) ?% 
@/00-400%0%-
A(%B/%+'C 
3:5DE F FGF&FGH D8DIJ D8DIJ &D8DDFK L FGE D D & 
3:5LI J FLM&FFL D8GMF D8JKH &D8DHIL M FLI&FLG D8IJ D8IEL &D8DLEK 
3:5LJ I FDF&FDH D8HDJ D8MFG D8LDMH M FDI&FLL D8HHH D8HGJ D8DEJL 
3:5LG L IFM D D & H III&IIK D8HGL D8MEI D8DJLG 
3:5FD K LKG&FLF D8III D8JDG D8IEGI E FDI&FDK D8GGK D8GFM &D8DHJE 
3:5FH F KJ&LDL D8FMK D8FGI D8DIHM L LDL D D & 
NODLPDDD M FLD&FLM D8MKI D8MGL &D8DLHH I LGK&LKL D8FMK D8ILK D8LFFF 
NODLPLHG L LGJ D D & L LGJ D D & 
NODFPDJG F FKL&FKF D8HGL D8HGH &D8DDEM L FKF D D & 
NODIPDKG F FFK&FID D8MLK D8MDK &D8DLGK F FII&FIH D8MLK D8MDI &D8DFHH 
NODHPDDH L LJD D D & L LEG D D & 
NODHPDEL H LGG&LKE D8FFF D8FDG &D8DMLF E LGK&LKH D8EEJ D8JHG D8DMM 
NODMPDHE L IFK D D & I IFJ&III D8MKI D8MLH &D8DJGE 
NODEPDDK L LLK D D & F LLK&LFL D8LLL D8LDJ &D8DLKH 
NODJPDFF L HLM D D & L HLE D D & 
NODGPDFH F LFF&LFI D8FKE D8FMJ &D8DJEE I LFL&LFI D8FFF D8FDG &D8DMLL 
NOLLPDLL H FDK&FLM D8EI D8EDH &D8DEHJ I FLH&FLJ D8FFF D8FDM &D8DMF 
NOLFPDLM F FJJ&FJK D8FMK D8FI &D8DEHK F FJG&FGD D8LLL D8LDJ &D8DLKH 
NOLIPDLJ I IDG&ILF D8HDJ D8HMF D8DMDL F FGL&FGI D8LLL D8IIL D8HGKF 
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?4-@A B B B B B C DED @ @ B 
?4-CF G DCDBDCA @2EEH @2ICC B@2CJHE F DDFBDDG @2DGH @2FFE @2CCII 
?4-CI G D@DBDC@ @2JEC @2GDC @2@CAE D CHJBD@@ @2CJE @2CJ B@2@F@D 
?4-CE F FJ@BFJJ @2I@J @2GII B@2CCDI G FFEBFJA @2GHF @2ADE @2@JFH 
?4-D@ H D@@BDCD @2HAF @2EFA B@2@ECE H CHFBDHA @2ECG @2E@H B@2@CII 
?4-DJ A CCEBCFF @2IIE @2AGE B@2C@FF C HH @ @ B 
K*@CL@@@ J DC@BDCF @2AAI @2AAG B@2@F D DCGBDCA @2FFF @2FID @2@JAC 
K*@CLCJE C CEG @ @ B F CEGBCEH @2@IJ @2@IF B@2@@HE 
K*@DL@IE D DIFBDEE @2@FI @2@FI B@2@@DH F DIFBDIG @2@IJ @2@IF B@2@@HE 
K*@FL@HE G DJFBDJI @2GGA @2GIH @2@CFE F DJCBDJJ @2JJJ @2JDG B@2@GAF 
K*@JL@@J C CAA @ @ B C CAA @ @ B 
K*@JL@AC J CHGBCHE @2GCH @2GDF B@2@@DG G CH@BCHE @2J@I @2J@A B@2@FIF 
K*@GL@JA C FFA @ @ B C FFA @ @ B 
K*@AL@@H C CCI @ @ B D CCHBCDC @2CEG @2CIC B@2@JCG 
K*@IL@DD F JCABJCE @2FI @2JHE @2CJGE D JCHBJD@ @2CEG @2CIC B@2@JCG 
K*@EL@DJ C CDD @ @ B F CDDBCDJ @2DDD @2D@G B@2@GD 
K*CCL@CC A D@HBDCH @2AAI @2AHF @2@DCA D DCIBDCH @2DDD @2D@C B@2@GFD 
K*CDL@CG D DIHBDEC @2@FI @2@FI B@2@@DH F DIHBDEF @2JJJ @2JFG B@2@DGC 
K*CFL@CI J DCHBDDG @2CCC @2C@H B@2@CEH H FHABJDJ @2AF @2GHC B@2@JA 
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!70AB C DED A A - - - - - - 
!70CF B DDE-DFF A5EGD A5HDI -A5AJBC B DCG-DDF A5EGD A5HJJ -A5AFEI 
!70CH F CJD-CJB A5IEC A5IEE A5AAIG E DCB-DDG A5HAI A5EDF A5ABAC 
!70CE I FFI-FIA A5BF A5BAJ -A5AFHH I FID-FIB A5FFF A5IGD A5CDD 
!70DA E CJB-DAF A5HAI A5EAE A5AGJE E CJG-DAD A5HHE A5HJD A5AAAI 
!70DI D JH-JJ A5AHI A5AHF -A5AC D CAC-CCC A5AFH A5AFH -A5AADJ 
KLACMAAA H DDF-DFD A5HAI A5HFD A5ACIH C DAB A A - 
KLACMCIE D CEH-CEJ A5AFH A5AFH -A5AADJ D CEH-CEJ A5AFH A5AFH -A5AADJ 
KLADMAHE C DHF A A - D DEB-DEE A5AHI A5AHF -A5AC 
KLAFMAJE G DFH-DID A5HHE A5EAE A5AAIH G DFE-DID A5BBH A5BBC -A5ACBC 
KLAIMAAI F CBB-CHA A5GCJ A5IGC -A5ABJB D CIJ-CBB A5III A5FGD -A5CDI 
KLAIMABC J CJH-DAB A5HAI A5HBH A5ADCJ J CJJ-DAH A5EGD A5EDG -A5ADEF 
KLAGMAIB C FFF A A - D FFB-FFE A5DGJ A5DF -A5ABIJ 
KLABMAAJ F CCJ-CDF A5DJB A5DBE -A5AHF C CCJ A A - 
KLAHMADD D ICC-ICH A5CCC A5CHC A5DAFF D ICB-ICE A5AFH A5AFH -A5AADJ 
KLAEMADI C CDD A A - F CDI-CDB A5BBH A5GGJ -A5AJJH 
KLCCMACC I DCF-DDA A5FFF A5FHD A5ABCJ E DDB-DBI A5HIC A5HD -A5AFAG 
KLCDMACG F DHJ-DEF A5IAH A5I -A5AACD E DEG-DJI A5HHE A5EGI A5AIDG 
KLCFMACH CF IAG-IFD A5HIC A5HJH A5ADFJ G DGF-DBC A5FH A5FGE -A5ACEI 
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D;6MI MM HMJ(HGI E9JKH E9JHG (E9EGEF MI HEH(HHJ E9LFG E9LGM (E9EHFF 
D;6MJ K GNN(GNL E9KLG E9FKM E9EGGF N GGJ(GNN E9IEN E9FN (E9EKFH 
D;6HE F HME(HMK E9IIJ E9FHF (E9MNNH ME HEF(HMF E9LHF E9JNN (E9EKIG 
D;6HN K MEJ(MMJ E9FG E9FEN (E9EGNI I MMF(MGG E9FFI E9IMN E9EHLK 
OPEMQEEE J HGN(HNH E9KKF E9IEJ E9MMNG ME HHE(HNF E9LHF E9JNM (E9EFHK 
OPEMQMNJ G MJI(MLG E9HLF E9NMN E9MNGK G MJK(MJL E9HHH E9HFF E9EFLL 
OPEHQEIJ H HLE(HLH E9KKF E9NFK (E9ELJG H HJI(HJL E9EIN E9EIG (E9EM 
OPEGQELJ H HGJ(HNE E9EIN E9EIG (E9EM I HHL(HGF E9INM E9IEF (E9EGGG 
OPENQEEN G MKN(MFJ E9FFI E9NFK (E9MLNL K MFE(MIE E9NJM E9FMN E9MHJI 
OPENQEFM J MJI(HEM E9IIJ E9II (E9EMFK N MJJ(MLN E9GI E9GJG (E9EMJI 
OPEKQENF H GGJ(GNE E9MNJ E9MN (E9EGEH G GGG(GGI E9MMM E9MEJ (E9EMLM 
OPEFQEEL H MMI(MML E9MJK E9MIM (E9ENMK H MMI(MML E9EGI E9EGI (E9EEHL 
OPEIQEHH N NEL(NMJ E9MJK E9MIF (E9EN G NMN(NHE E9KML E9NJJ (E9EGKK 
OPEJQEHN G MHK(MHI E9NEI E9NN E9EKNI G MHF(MHJ E9KML E9NIF (E9EKGF 
OPMMQEMM I HMH(HHN E9JMK E9IM (E9ELHI F HME(HHF E9FFI E9FFH (E9EMKN 
OPMHQEMK F HJG(HJJ E9FFI E9IFL E9EFKG G HJE(HJN E9NNN E9KEI E9EKJH 
OPMGQEMI N HGI(HNK E9HHH E9HFF E9EIEK N HNE(HNN E9KML E9NLK (E9EEJM 
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A92BC C DBEFDGE B7HHC B7CBI B7BCDJ F F F F F 
A92GD I KGGFKGI B7LGH B7LBH FB7BGJK H KGGFKGH B7LLE B7IGG FB7GJEL 
A92GI C KBGFKGG B7LLE B7ICK FB7BLLJ H KBKFKGB B7JLG B7HKG B7BGCL 
A92GL C DDHFDJL B7HGE B7CGJ B7BIEC D DJBFDJJ B7CCI B7CBK FB7BIGK 
A92KB E GEDFKGG B7IIL B7LJG B7BKDG E GEEFKGK B7LLE B7LD FB7BJ 
A92KJ D GKBFGKJ B7JJJ B7JE B7BCE C GGLFGDK B7IIL B7CHL FB7GBDD 
MNBGOBBB J KGKFKGH B7IBJ B7CI FB7BDGE J KGBFKGD B7CD B7CIC B7BBEE 
MNBGOGJL G GLI B B F G GLH B B F 
MNBKOBIL D KLLFKEB B7GGG B7GBL FB7BGEG G KLL B B F 
MNBDOBEL I KDDFKDE B7LLE B7ILK FB7BIGJ D KKEFKDG B7HGE B7JCH FB7BCEC 
MNBJOBBJ D GCKFGCL B7DDD B7KLE FB7BLCH K GCJFGCC B7BDI B7BDI FB7BBKE 
MNBJOBCG I GLLFGEI B7LHK B7IIJ FB7BHKI C GEJFGEE B7HED B7HD FB7BIGC 
MNBHOBJC K DDDFDDH B7GGG B7GBI FB7BGEJ G DDC B B F 
MNBCOBBE D GGIFGKG B7GGG B7GBL FB7BGEG G GGI B B F 
MNBIOBKK D JBLFJGB B7JBI B7CKJ B7GEJE H JBHFJGD B7JJJ B7JLC B7BKEJ 
MNBLOBKJ K GKDFGKJ B7GLH B7KD B7BELH K GKDFGKJ B7HGE B7HBD FB7BKJJ 
MNGGOBGG H KGHFKKD B7IBJ B7CGG FB7BLDH C KBEFKGE B7CCI B7CED B7BKGC 
MNGKOBGH J KLKFKLL B7JJJ B7DLG FB7GGJD D KLBFKLJ B7DI B7DKK FB7BEHK 
MNGDOBGI J KGIFKKD B7KHE B7DKL B7GKLE J KGEFKKH B7GGG B7GBE FB7BGLE 
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